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FIBER OPTIC DATA LINK FOR
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

Garen Saulsberry
Digital System Section

Physical Science Laboratory
New Mexico State University

Data continue to be produced in ever increasing rates and quantity. More transducers and
instruments are being required, while those already installed are operated at higher rates to
measure and verify the conditions within test environments. Increasing awareness of data
security and of requirements for protecting those data once produced is an additional
constraint on the test environment. Raw and processed data must be transported at higher
rates to satisfy the requirements of today’s data acquisition and analysis systems. Any
solution proposed must meet several tests to be considered as meeting the data transfer
requirements for a data link system.

Remote data acquisition requires a data transfer method with the capacity to transfer the
data acquired at rates equal to or greater than the rate at which it is generated. Engineering
data which are converted from raw data are often more demanding in quantity than the raw
data since multiple quantities may be generated from the raw values. Identification tags
used for routing data through the system may further increase the data quantity. Time
information is most often included in both raw and engineering data streams for correlation
of event occurrence and duration. Engineering data, time information, or tag data often
increase the amount of data being transferred over raw count values and must be
considered in the data transfer method. These factors add to the quantity and bulk of the
data acquired and transferred for analysis.

Test sites are often selected due to the type or size of the test article or may be determined
by safety constraints. The data must be acquired within a test site but may not be
processed or recorded at the test site. Data processing and recording equipment is most
often located where it is convenient and safe for personnel. In addition, the equipment
requires environmental support and maintenance. The expense of procuring and
maintaining equipment often means the equipment must support as many test scenarios as
possible with minimal configuration changes. A location for processing equipment is often
selected central to several test sites, where it can support multiple test programs and is
convenient for operational personnel.



Data transfer is a complex problem, defined by data type, rate, quantity, security, and
locations of where the data is produced and consumed. The solution is simplified if the
distance between data production and consumption sites is made transparent to the system
while maintaining data security. This may be accomplished through the use of a data link
which will satisfy the data requirements. The data link must accommodate multiple data
types in various formats with a flexible interface and must transfer data with a capacity
which meets or exceeds all present requirements. Additional benefits may be gained if the
interface can provide the test site with expansion capabilities for the future.

A data link has been developed which satisfies these general requirements. The data link is
designed for use with fiber optics as a transmission medium, but coaxial and twisted pair
cable may also be utilized. Multiple data types may be transferred at a various rates up to
100 Mbits per second. Data word width may he programmed to obtain the highest level of
efficiency from the bit rate. Large first in first out (FIFO) memories provide a means of
data These error and status indicators are also available as LED indicators on the front
panel of the rack-mountable chassis for each data link installed.

The FIFO memory buffer provided on both the transmitter and the receiver sections of the
data link handles the asynchronous data transfer rate differences between the devices
which transmit data and the devices which receive data. The FIFOs are sized up to 8K
Words X 18 bits for the transmitter and up to 32K Words X 18 bits for the receiver. The
FIFO buffer is sized to hold at least one entire frame of data where possible.

The data link is packaged in a rack-mountable chassis which contains the data link
electronics, power supply, cooling fan and interface connectors. Multiple data link boards
may be packaged in a single chassis to accommodate multiple links while occupying
minimal rack space. Fiber optic cables typically are attached to the fiber optic transceivers
using ST-type connectors which, along with the data interchange connectors, are mounted
directly to the data link printed circuit card. The front panel contains the power switch for
the unit along with seven indicator LEDs for each data link installed in the chassis. LEDs
are used to indicate the data link status. The indicators are arranged as follows:
Transmitter FIFO Empty, Transmitter FIFO Full, Receiver FIFO Empty, Receiver FIFO
Full, Optical Power Level, Data Error, and Data Link Power.

The data link transfers data bidirectionally using Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
DRV-11W (Q Bus) or DR-11W (UniBus) protocol for data interchange. This convention
uses two 40-pin dual in-line connectors, labeled J1 and J2. When connected to DEC direct
memory access (DMA) interfaces, the cable out of J1 at the computer is connected to J2 of
the data link and J2 out of the computer interface is connected to J1 of the data link. This
will connect the output port of the DMA device to the input port of the data link and will
connect the input port of the DMA interface to the output of the data link.



External interface requirements are handled through the use of a translation board that
communicates in the native protocol of the data producing device which in turn translates
the signals levels and states into typical DMA device protocol as used by DEC equipment.
This forms the translation from the external device protocol into DEC DRV/DRW protocol
which is recognized by the data link. The translation board resides inside the data link
chassis which supplies its power and cooling requirements. Cables connect the data link
and translation board externally to retain the interchangeability of the data link design. The
translation board is designed to connect as a DEC DMA device for simplified external
connection.

The fiber optic data link has a built-in capability to perform loopback testing which allows
a single data link board to be tested, independent from the data link system. In using this
type of testing each end of the data link may be diagnosed without support of other
equipment or personnel.

Each data link board is reconfigurable for use as a local or remote data link. The
interchangeability of the data link board allows a single version of the board to be used in
either application. A single data link board may be used as a spare for all data link boards
within the fiber optic data link system.

The fiber optic data link is a solution for many data communication problems involved in
the transfer of data from remote or hazardous areas or in the transfer of high speed data
between data analysis or processing centers. The data link provides a secure proven design
which provides direct cable compatibility with DEC hardware interfaces and operates
transparently to the VMS operating systems and VMS software drivers.

 buffering. The fiber optic cables are immune to EMI/RFI, cross talk, and ground loops.
Conversely, the fiber optic cables do not produce EMI/RFI, and do not provide a path for
electrical ground loops. These characteristics make fiber optics an ideal choice for
electrically noisy environments or security conscious applications. Interface specifications
are matched to industry standards, satisfying a broad spectrum of applications.

The data link transfers data in seven steps from receipt through output of the data. Data are
typically accepted as 16-bit parallel words with up to four status bits transferred with
interactive handshakes (data request and data acknowledge). Data are transferred from the
data producing equipment to the data link in the native protocol, making the transfer
process transparent to the data acquisition equipment or computer. Data input to the data
link is buffered in FIFO memory where it awaits transfer to the AMD TAXI transmitter
integrated circuit for encoding and parallel-to-serial conversion. Data are then transmitted
in NRZ format over fiber optic cable by an optical transmitter.



Upon receipt of the data by the optical receiver, the data are routed to the AMD TAXI
receiver integrated circuit where the data are decoded and serial-to-parallel converted.
Data are again buffered in FIFO memory, where the data awaits output along with status
bits using interactive handshakes. Data are transferred to the computer or analysis station
in the native protocol, completing the transfer process transparent to the machine and its
operator.

The data link supports serial data transfer rates of up to 100 Mbits per second, supporting
data paths ranging from 8 bits up to 18 bits per word. Each fiber optic serial data stream is
capable of communicating in excess of 12 Mbytes per second including data, data
encoding, error detection, and parity bits as required. Data are translated into Fiber Data
Distribution Interconnection (FDDI) 4-bit to 5-bit (4B/5B) encoding, required for the data
link itself, by the AMD TAXI integrated circuits. Encoding bits are additional to the data
transferred, and must be added to the data to determine the total data rate.

The data link is capable of communicating over a distance of 5 km using 62.5/125 Fm
fiber optic cable while maintaining an error rate of no more than 1 bit error in 10  bits12

communicated.

The fiber optic link power budget is -18 dbm, which may include two connectors (those
connectors of the input and output data link interfaces), two in-line fused splices, and up to
5 km of fiber optic cable. The optical transceiver pair is capable of operating within the
-18 dbm link while meeting data integrity and bit error specifications.

The fiber optic cable is usually specified as 62.5/125 Fm (core/clad) multimode graded
index fiber optic cable, with two cables required per data link. The data communications
wavelength is 1300 nm which provides low attenuation for the specified cable. The data
link operates over two fiber optic cables with one cable used for data transmission and the
other cable used for data reception. Data may be bidirectional or may be communicated in
one direction with control information communication in the opposite direction.
Information sent on the reverse link may be used for control of the data producing devices,
such as data acquisition equipment. Interface connectors for the fiber optic cables are
typically specified as ST-type.

Once initialized the data link makes link status and error conditions available at the data
link receiver upon request. Status and error conditions are communicated through a 16-bit
status word which is available as the first word of each data block when programmed for
output. The status and error conditions are communicated by bit indications. The following
error conditions are detected and available:



Normal Operation (no errors)
Data Parity Errors (External/Internal Generated Parity)
Sync Pattern Errors (Data Encoding/Decode violations)
Data Link Inoperable Status (optical Power/Sync)
FIFO overflow

DATA LINK SPECIFICATIONS

DIGITAL INTERFACE-

DATA BUS WIDTH 8 or 16 bits

LINK DATA WIDTH 8,9,10,16,17,18,19 OR 20 BITS
TRANSFER RATE UP TO 12 Mb/s

UP TO 100 Mb/s

DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL DR-11W OR DRV11 (2-40 PIN CON.)
DATA BUFFERING INPUT 512 TO 8K words

OUTPUT 512 TO 32K words

HANDSHAKES DATA REQUEST AND ACKNOWLEDGE
ON INPUT AND OUTPUT PORTS

INDICATORS INPUT FIFOS EMPTY (TRANSMITTER)
INPUT FIFOS FULL (TRANSMITTER)
OUTPUT FIFO EMPTY (RECEIVER)
OUTPUT FIFO FULL (RECEIVER)
LINK OPTICAL POWER LOW
LINK DATA ERROR
LINK LOGIC POWER ON

FIBER OPTICS-

INTERFACE ST-TYPE CONNECTORS (IN/OUT)
LINK BUDGET 18 dbm TYPICAL

FIBER CABLE  LENGTH 5 km (2 CONNECTORS,2 SPLICES)
62.5/125 Fmm (CORE/CLAD)

TRANSMITTED  WAVE LENGTH 1300 nm

TRANSMITTER POWER -15.5 dbm



RECEIVER SENSITIVITY -34 dbm

COMPATIBLE MEDIA FIBER OPTICS, COAX AND TWISTED-
PAIR CABLES

TESTING SINGLE UNIT LOOP BACK

BOARD SIZE 7 X 12 inches

POWER CONSUMPTION 5 v 2.5 amps


